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What cognitive representations
underlie social attitudes?
ANTHONY G. GREENWALD
University of Washington, Seattle, Washington
An attitude is the evaluation or affect associated with a social object. A theory of attitudes should specify
(1) how attitude objects are represented, and (2) what kind of representation constitutes an attitude. To the
first question, social psychologists long ago anticipated answers that are now attractive to cognitive psychologists. On the second, social psychologists are in need of help that can come from recent cognitive psychological work on unconscious processes.

An attitude is the evaluation or affect associated with
a social object. From its beginnings in the 1920s, the study
of attitudes has directed theoretical attention to social objects. Social objects are such things as people (for example, friends or political candidates), categories of people
(such as racial and ethnic groups), or abstract concepts
(such as abortion rights or God).
Social psychologists have long interpreted attitude objects as abstract mental representations. This cognitive
conception of motivation was notable for its deviation
from the reductionist physical sjirnulus approach to motivation in experimental psychology before 1960, and it anticipated by many years the development of motivational
concepts such as goals and plans in cognitive psychology.
A problematic aspect of the nature of representations
associated with attitudes concerns the nature of representations that constitute attitudes themselves. Social psychology presently has two well-formulated conceptions of the
structure of attitudes. One is that attitudes have a tripartite
structure, consisting of affective, cognitive, and conative
components (e.g., Breckler, 1984; Ostrom, 1968). The
tripkite conception originates in an ancient partition of
mental life into affect, cognition, and conation. (That ancient trichotomy appears to have been effectively undermined by modem cognitive psychology, but that is a story
for another occasion.) A second widely held view of attitude structure is that attitudes consist of proposition-like
representations of the attitude object's attributes (e.g.,
Fishbein, 1967b).
I will conclude that these two answers, both of which
have found wide acceptance in social psychology, are not
very useful. Furthermore, it appears that there is now
a good chance to base a new and useful understanding
of the structure of attitudes on recent work by cognitive
psychologists.
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State of the Art of Attitude Measurement
The argument can be started with a description of the
current state of the art of attitude measurement. The most
widely used techniques can be illustrated with items for
which the attitude object is social psychology itself. These
items are similar in structure to ones that could be used
for assessing attitudes toward almost any social object.
The semantic differential technique, developed by
Osgood (Osgood, Suci, & Tannenbaum, 1957). requests
a series of judgments of the attitude object on bipolar
evaluative scales, such as that in Figure 1.
The equal-appearing interval technique, developed by
Thurstone (Thurstone & Chave, 1929) employs a series
of about 20 statements that have previously been scaled
for degree of favorability toward the object, and are
selected to have scale values distniuted evenly across the
range of favorability. Attitude is measured as the median
scale value of items endorsed by the subject. Figure 2
presents three possible items that represent, respectively,
anti-, moderate, and pro-, attitudes.
The summated ratings technique, developed by Likert
(1932), uses items similar to ones that would be located
at or near the extreme positions of an equal-appearing interval scale. The attitude measure is the sum of the subject's endorsement scores for each item, reversing the endorsement scale for anti- worded items, such as the first
of the two in Figure 3.
The multiattribute rating technique, developed by
Fishbein (Fishbein, 1967b), requires separate assessment
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Figure 1. Illustration of the Osgood rmnntk dinerentid n#itude
measurement procedure.

SYMPOSIUM: COGNITIVE REPRESENTATIONS OF ATTITUDES
Instruction: Check each statement
that expresses your sentiment toward
SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY.

-too
I think the content of social psychology is altogether
superficial to have much social significance.
-I respect social psychology, but I seldom read
articles in social psychology journals.

-methodologically
Social psychological research is among the most
sophisticated in psychology.
I

Figure 2. Illustration of the Thuntone equal-appearing intervals
attitude measurement procedure.
Instruction: Indicate your degree of
approval of each statement, where
1=
2 =
3=
4 =
5=

Strongly Disapprove
Disapprove
Undecided
Approve
Strongly Approve

-Idate.
believe that social psychqlogy is hopelessly out of
-I believe that social psychology can effectively

address social problems associated with prejudice
toward minority groups.

Figwe 3. lllushation of the Likert summated rntingr attitude measurement procedure.

of the subject's (1) belief in the relation of an object to
each of a series of attributes, and (2) evaluation of those
attributes. Attitude is computed as an average of the attribute evaluations, each weighted by the strength of its
relation to the attitude object (see Figure 4).
Concerns about Construct Validity
of the Attitude Concept
Attitude measures such as the ones just illustrated provide a rational basis for measuring attitudes on interval
scales. In terms of the representational approach to measurement (e.g., Coombs, Dawes, & Tversky, 1972) there
is a problem with these measures, because they cannot
be demonstrated to meet the empirical-relational assurnp
tions for interval scales. However, this concern about numerical interpretation pales in comparison with concerns
raised by the limited ability of such scales to predict behavior. In many research settings, measures of attitude
do not correlate well with measures of behavior toward
the attitude object. This concern, often referred to as the
artimde-behavior problem, was first pointed out emphatically in a literature review by Wicket (1969). The
attitude-behavior problem poses a major difficulty for
cognitive social psychology.
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The attitude-behavior problem is not the only major
concern about construct validity of the attitude concept.
In addition, the vast body of experimental research on attitude change or persuasion can be characterized as a collection of-weakand difficult-to-replicate effects (this was first
pointed out by Ronis, Baumgardner, Leippe, Cacioppo.
& Greenwald, 1977). As just one example of the fragility of persuasion effects, consider the sleeper effect, which
was one of the first persuasion findings described in the
modem era of attitude change research (which began with
the work of Hovland, Lumsdaine, and Sheffield [I9491
for the Office of Strategic Services during World War II).
Years after the sleeper effect had become established as
a standard result that appeared regularly in introductory
textbooks, Cook (1971) pointed out that the existing published literature indeed did not support the effect. At about
the same time, some failures to replicate the sleeper effect were published (Capon & Hulbert, 1973; Gillig &
Greenwald, 1974; Shulman & Worrall, 1970). It was not
until 1978 that a replicable sleeper effect was reported
(Gruder et al., 1978), and it was not until 1986 that
the conditions on which this replicable sleeper effect depended were described (Greenwald, Pratkanis, Leippe,
& Baumgardner, 1986; Pratkanis, Greenwald, Leippe, &
Baumgardner, 1988). Those conditions turned out to be
a quite small subset of the conditions that were initially
claimed to produce the sleeper effect.
Wicker's provocative statement of the attitude-behavior
problem led to some notable attempts at resolution. In particular, there have been some welldeveloped and wellaccepted solutions to the attitude-behavior problem (by
Fishbein & Ajzen [1974; Ajzen & Fishbein, 19801 and
by Fazio & Zanna [Fazio, 1986; Fazio & Zanna, 1981;
Zanna & Fazio, 19821). However, those solutions work
by limiting the scope of the attitude concept. Here is
I Instruction: Rate
your degree of belief
in each of the
following statements
by indicating the
probability that each
is true, on a scale for
which:
0

= not at all true

10 = certainly true

I-
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Brave

-

Instruction: Rate
your evaluation of
each of the following
attributes on a scale
for which:
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0 = Neutral

+ 10 = Extremely
desirable
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-
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an effective summary statement of these limitations by
Myers (1987):
Our attitudes predict our actions (1) if other influences are
minimized, (2) if the attitude is specific to the action, and
(3) if, as we act, we are conscious of our attitudes, either
because something reminds us of them or because we acquired them in a manner that makes them strong. When
these conditions are not met, our attitudes seem disconnected from our actions (p. 45).
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Myers's conclusion is decidedly embarrassing as a sum-

mary of the predictive power of social psychology's major
theoretical construct. In the remainder of this paper, I will
suggest that the attitude-behavior problem can be solved
much more optimistically. The solution that I propose
makes use of recent cognitive psychological findings concerning unconscious cognitive processes and implicit memory. As will be seen, this solution calls into question the
appropriateness of the presently most favored techniques
of attitude measurement.
Some Strong Attitude Effects
In making the case that attitude is a problematic construct, I have neglected to point out that there are some
very reliable and robust findings in which attitudes are
centrally involved. In describihg these, I hope to make
apparent that strong effects of anitude on action can and
do occur when the actor is not anentionally focusing on
the anitude. This conclusion is almost directly opposite
to the one that Myers drew.
An example of a powem attitude effect-one that might
well be taken as a prototype of strong attitude effects-is
the halo effect. The halo effect is the tendency to make
new positive (or negative) judgments toward a person
when a positive (or negative) attitude toward that person
already exists. Figure 5 illustrates a halo effect reported
by Landy and Sigall(1974). In their research, male subjects judged the quality of a student-authored essay that
was provided in a folder that contained additionally only
a photograph of the female author, who was either very
attractive or unattractive. In addition to varying the attractiveness of the author and having a control (no-photo)
condition, the design varied essay quality, which was
either good or poor. Landy and Sigall found that the
author's attractiveness influenced judgments of essay quality most markedly when the essay was poor in quality.
A second powerful effect is the similarity-attraction
effect (or .dissimilarity-repulsion effect [Rosenbaum.
19861)-the tendency to be attracted to people as a function of the similarity of their attitudes to your own. In
the research on this effect, the experimenter prepares a
description of another person, which consists of a list of
that person's opinion responses. Unknown to the subject,
the stimulus person's opinion responses are constructed
to provide varying degrees of agreement with the subject's own previously reported opinion responses. In the
example shown in Figure 2 (based on Byme, 1962), from
0 to 7 of the stimulus person's opinion responses agreed
with those of the subject, who then responded to items

GOOD

POOR

ACTUAL ESSAY QUALITY
Figure 5. The halo effect. Male subjects' ratings of an essay were
strongly influenced by the attractiveness of a photograph of the
female author. (Data from Landy & Sigall, 1974.)

that measured liking for the stimulus person. As can be
seen in Figure 6, liking was strongly determined by attitudinal agreement.
A third powerful attitude effect is the cognitive response
effect-the tendency to evaluate a persuasive message in
a manner consistent with one's existing attitudes. The cognitive response effect is a relative of the sirnilarityattraction effect in the sense that cues indicating agreement with the subject's attitudes lead to liking of the object (person in the similarity-attraction effect, comrnunication in the cognitive response effect) associated with
those cues. The cognitive response effect was established
in the late 1960s in work done at Ohio State University
(Cullen, 1968; Greenwald, 1968, 1969). A particularly
impressive demonstration of the effect appeared in a study
by Lord, Ross, and Lepper (l979), in which students in
favor of or opposed to capital punishment evaluated arguments and evidence on both sides of that issue. Each
communication was considered valid by students whose
opinions it supported, and invalid by those whose opinions it opposed. (See Figure 7.)
Each of the effects illustrated in Figures 5-7 has been
obtained robustly and repeatedly. Furthermore, for these
effects, measures of subjects' attitudes typically predict
approximately 50% of the variance in dependent measures. In other words, these are strong effects. Why is
it that these attitude effects are strong, when many other
attitude effects are fragile? And why is it that none of these
robust attitude effects takes the form in which social psychologists expect to find the most substantial effects of
attitudes. That is, none of them involves a direct effect

SYMPOSIUM: COGNITIVE REPRESENTATIONS OF ATTITUDES
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Figure 6. The similarity -attraction effect. Liking for a stimulus
person was strongly influenced by thenumber of attitude items (out
of 7) on which the stimulus person agreed with the subject. (Data
from Byme, 1962.)
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of attitude (by which I mean the relation between attitude
and behavior toward the same object). Each involves what
may be called an indirect effect of attitude, and it seems
that these indirect effects are typically stronger and more
dependable than direct effects.
Informal Observations
Informal observations also suggest that indirect effects
of attitudes may be powerful. I will give just one example,
from a professional activity that is not ordinarily thought
to involve attitudes-editorial reviewing of manuscripts.
As a manuscript reviewer, I often cannot help noticing
an initial warm, positive reaction when I review a manuscript that cites my work favorably (or maybe just cites
it at all), and sometimes I notice the opposite-a colder
reaction when some of my work that might have been cited
is not mentioned. I know that these reactions interfere with
the way my work as reviewer should be done, but it is
difficult to avoid these reactions-and it is difficult not
to do the review by searching for virtues that will justify
the initial warm reaction, or for flaws that will justify
the initial cold reaction. Others (Gordon, 1980; Peters &
Ceci, 1982) have suggested that the author's institutional
affiliation is another cue that can instigate an attitudinal
response in the review process. Such attitudinal reactions
constitute forms of discrimination that are every bit as
objectionable as racist, ethnic, or sexist prejudice.
Some New Findings

RATING OF EVIDENCE CONVINCINGNESS

8.0 1

- 8.0

OPPONENTS

PROPONENTS

lNlTlAL ATTITUDE POSITION
Figure 7. The cognitive mponse effect. Convincingness of a
reseueh study evaluating tbe detcmnt effect of capibl punishwnt
WM determined by subjects' attitudes for or against capital punishment. (Data irom Lord, R m , & Leppcr, 1979.)

Before drawing conclusions, I will describe some recent
findings that suppon the earlier suggestion that it is really
quite easy to find robust attitude effects when the attitude
is involved only indirectly or obliquely in the action.
One such finding-a curious one-is the name letter effect (Nuttin, 1985). This is the finding that people tend
to like letters in their names better than letters not in their
name. This result is shown in Figure 8, as it was obtained
in a dissertation by Johnson (1986). It may also be seen
from Johnson's data that the pattern of liking for letters
is such that the name letter effect is carried almost entirely by initial letters, and thus might better be called the
initial letter effect. For this effect, it is presumably an attitude toward one's self (i.e., self-esteem) that is the indirect determinant of the liking response.
The mere exposure effect is an increase in liking for
objects that have been repeatedly encountered. Some recent findings by Jacoby, Kelley, Brown, and Jasechko
(1989) show that an effect resembling the mere exposure
effect occurs in judgments of famousness. In Jacoby
et al.'s experiments, 24 h after nonfamous names were
read as part of a list of both famous and nonfamous names
being pronounced, those names were more likely to be
mistaken for famous names than were similar names that
were W i g seen for the first time (see Figure 9). This
result is especially impressive to an attitude researcher,
because (as Jacoby and his coauthors pointed out) the
result is an analogue of the sleeper effect, which was pain-
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Figure 8. The initial letter effect. Subjects judged letters in their
names to be more attractive than those not in their name, with most
of this effect being explained by liking for first and last initial letters. (Data provided by 597 subjects, with means based on minimum of 13 observations; from Johnson. 1986.)

'ROBABILITY OF JUDGING "FAMOUS'
I
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I

-

NO /NEW
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I

found that the "becoming famous overnight effect" of
Jacoby et al. was obtained significantly more strongly with
male than with female nonfamous names for both male
and female subjects, indicating a greater reluctance to attach the desirable attribute of fame to females than to
males (see Figure 10).
The several recent discoveries of unconscious manifestations of prejudice led to a further search for evidence
that social scientists (who are widely regarded as being
relatively free of prejudice) might display ethnic prejudices. Eric Schuh, Katharina Engnell, and I (Greenwald,
Schuh, & Engnell. 1990) examined citation patterns for
authors whose names were selected from the 1987 Social
Sciences Citation Index because they could be classified
unambiguously as Jewish or Anglo-Saxon in origin. We
found (see Figure 11) that Jewish-named authors cited 6%
more authors with Jewish names than did Anglo-Saxonnamed authors; at the same time. Anglo-Saxon-named
authors cited 7% more authors with Anglo-Saxon names
than did Jewish-named authors.
Analysis
The situations that yield ready demonstrations of attitude effects share some properties that provide clues to
interpretation. First, the response appears to be under the
control of a stimulus feature that is not consciously focused on by the subject. This lack of attention to the critical feature occurs in pan because that feature is not
directly relevant to the subject's task. (For example, the
sex of the unfamiliar name was the controlling but irrelePROBABILITY OF JUDGING "FAMOUS"
PREVIOUS EXPOSURE
NO /NEW

0YES/OLD

Flgurr 9. Beaming famou~overnight. Nonfamous aames read on

Day 1 were likely to be miotnlrenlyjudged as frunous on Day 2. (Data
from Jacoby, Kelley, Brown, & Jasechko, 1989.)
fully difficult to obtain by the starldard methods of persuasion research (see the previous discussion).
Another set of recent findings concerns phenomena of
prejudice and discrimination. Several studies of racial
prejudice have shown that discriminatory judgments can
be activated unconsciously (e.g., Devine, 1989; Dovidio,
Mann, & Gaertner, 1989). A new, and moderately disnlrbing, demonstration of unconsciously activated prejudice
was obtained in an as yet unreported study by Mahzarin
Banaji and myself, using Jacoby et al.'s (1989) famejudgment task to reveal a form of sex discrimination. We

FEMALE

MALE

SEX OF NAME
judgmentr. Jocoby
Figure 10. Sex discrimination in
et A's YbCCOmjns famous ovtmlght" effect (scc Figurc 9)
likely to occur for male tbna for fan& names. @Its from an uapublished study by M. R. BPIIPJiand the author.)

SYMPOSIUM: COGNITIVE REPRESENTATAONS OF ATTITUDES

% of Citations

of attitude measures, which were illustrated near the beginning of this Paper, subjects are encouraged both to consider the focal attitude object thoughtfully, and to retrieve
knowledge pertinent to their judgments.) In contrast, what
I argue to be more effective attitude measures-ones more
likely to reveal strong attitude effects-require the subject to respond only to the demands of a current task,
without encouraging memory search or otherwise thoughtful analysis.
This conclusion in favor of indirect measurement of attitudes can be illustrated with Landy and Sigall's (1974) halo
effect study. In that study, the effect of the author's physical attractiveness on judgments of essay quality would
almost certainly be attenuated, eliminated, or maybe even
reversed, if the experimenter said to the subject, "In judging the quality of her essay, please notice the writer's attractiveness." Or, in Banaji and Greenwald's adaptation
of Jacoby et al.'s (1989) fame-judgment task, the effect
of the name's sex might be suppressed if the experimenter
said, "Please note that some of the names are male and
some are female." Or, Johnson's (1986) initial letter effect might be suppressed if the experimenter said, "Note
that some of the letters are ones in your name."
Why should attitude effects be more apparent under indirect testing conditions than under direct ones? One answer might be that attitudes operate unconsciously, and
that unconsciously mediated effects are easily disrupted
when attention is directed to the action. A second interpretation is that there may often be attitudinal dissociations,
meaning that an unconscious attitude differs evaluatively
from the conscious attitude toward some object or attribute. Still a third interpretation is that, when attention is
focused on the response to an object, more attitudes become activated because more identifications or attributes
of the object are activated; because multiple attitudes are
likely to influence the evaluative response in competing
ways, no attitude effect may be clearly apparent.
It will be interesting to attempt to choose among these
explanations. However, no matter which of them is most
effective, the implications for attitude measurement are
the same, and they are severe. The present state of the
art of attitude measurement is based on the assumptionwhich directly conflicts with all three of the hypotheses
just suggested-that attitudes are most readily observed
when thoughtful attention is focused on the attitude object. We can call these thoughtful types of measures direct,
in contrast with the indirect (or unobtrusive, or nonreactive) measures used in studies that yield strong attitude effects.
Because direct measures appear to be at such a disadvantage in the observation of attitude effects, strong attitude effects with direct measures may be observable only
under the highly limited conditions that were described
in the statement by Myers (1987) quoted earlier. By contrast, investigations of attitudes that involve indirect attitude measures should continue to result in strong effects
of attitudes, and they offer the promise of overcoming
the construct validity problems that have nagged at attitude research for the past two decades.

c
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J
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J

A-S

Data Set 8 Citing Author
(J = Jewish; A-S Anglo-Saxon)
Figure 11. Ethnic bias in scientific citations. Citations of Jewlshfumed and Angbtbon-fumed autbom were related to etbnic identifkation of the citing authofs name. (Data from Greenwdd, Schuh,
& Engnell, 1990).

vant feature in the sex-discrimination variation of Jacoby
et al. 's [I9891 "becoming famous overnight" result; and
the physical attractiveness of the author was the controlling but irrelevant cue in Landy & Sigall's [I9741 halo
effect result.) Second, the dependent measures for these
effects typically are themselves evaluativejudgments. (For
example, the responses are such things as evaluations of
an argument's quality, a name's famousness, a letter's attractiveness, or an essay's quality.)
There is an obvious connection between these findings
and recent memory research that uses indirect measures
to assess unconscious or implicit memory (Jacoby &
Witherspoon, 1982; Richardson-Klavehn & Bjork, 1988;
Schacter, 1987). In the attitude effects reviewed above,
the subject is in a situation that requires a response to some
object; attitude toward an attribute of the object influences
the response, and it does so without the subject's being
aware that an attitude is being activated. These situations
amount to indirect memory tasks for which the response
has an evaluative component.

Conclusions
The results that I have summarized suggest that attitudes may be measured effectively with techniques resembling those used to study implicit memory. This suggestion departs sharply from the currently dominant methods
of attitude measurement, which more closely resemble the
direct procedures used in studies of conscious or explicit
memory. (That is, in responding to the most popular types
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